English

Maths

We will be:

We will be:



Continuing to work on forming our
pre-cursive lower-case letters in the
correct direction, starting and
finishing in the right place




Writing an acrostic poem about space



Imagining what it would feel like to
be Beegu and writing a letter in role

Looking at artefacts to
see what we can discover
about the first moon
landing
Placing the first moon
landing on a timeline
Finding out about the
life of Neil Armstrong




Computing


Identifying who we should
tell if we see something
we don’t like online
Creating an animation
using I Can Animate to
show a rocket landing on
the moon







Reading Beegu and writing a report
about a suspected alien landing

Year

History






Continuing to develop our number
formation
Using part-whole models to partition
numbers to ten
Finding number bonds to ten
Comparing number sentences using the
<, > and = symbols
Using equipment to support our
understanding (concrete apparatus,
number lines, 100 squares, Numicon)

1

Spanish


Spring 1 2020
This term our topic is
Space Explorers
Start of the day 8:50am
End of the day 3:15pm
This term we will be...
learning about the
Apollo 11 moon landing
as well as finding out
about what it is like to
be an astronaut. We will
also be designing and
creating our own space
sculptures.



Learning how to say
different colours in
Spanish through song
Learning how to say what
colours we like and
dislike

Sculpture


Looking at how artists
have used different
materials to create
sculptures
Exploring how we can use
tin foil to create 3D
models
Sketching a design of our
own space sculpture
Using tin foil to create
a 3D model of our design






PE
Science






Using everyday objects
to identify and name a
variety of everyday
materials including
wood, metal, plastic,
glass, water and rock
Exploring and describing
the properties of
different materials
Testing what material
would make a good coat
to protect Beegu in the
rain

Our PE sessions this term
will be on Mondays
(outside) and on Thursdays
(inside).
Please ensure your child
has the correct PE kit in
school on those days. This
includes:





black, blue or grey
shorts or jogging
bottoms
white t-shirt
black plimsolls or
trainers

RE Day


Learning about a
Christian baptism to
understand how Christian
babies are welcomed into
the world

PSHE




Learning the differences
between boy and girl
babies
Understanding that
babies become children
and then adults

